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Abstract: This article contains analysis of the evolution of approach to interpretation of the innovation
concept. Peculiarities of the cycle of financial resources circulation in the modern economy are formulated and
the interpretation of such terms as invention, innovation and innovative company are given based on it.
Peculiarities of companies' behavior in consumer markets of innovative sectors are considered as well as
peculiarities of life cycle of a specific innovative product and life cycle of an innovative company overall. It is
shown that, if no demand limitation takes place, implementation of innovative products takes a company to
dominant competitive position in the market. Thus, permanent innovative development of such a company
allows it to keep high rates of its economic growth during long periods. An explanation of the deviation of real
life cycles of innovative companies from theoretical trends is given. It is shown in the article that the nature of
company's innovative developments changes as the company develops: the level of radical innovations
decreases and the level of improving innovations prevails. At that, the company can still maintain high rates
of growth through acquiring less successful competitors and developing innovative products that they have
created, which can be considered as a stand-alone innovative project.
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INTRODUCTION At that, fast-growing innovative companies do not

Presently, successful development of business is as whole cluster of associated companies and services
never before connected to the necessity for companies to around them, thus ensuring also their growth and
improve their products and services permanently. Current development (as exemplified by the report of the Europe
economic situation states so much heavy requirements to INNOVA Research Group [2]). Some of such clusters
companies  that  they  cannot do well by only cost finally become giant corporations, which represent
cutting, price manipulation or structural reorganization. national economies.
The heavily competitive environment  requires  companies All the above shows that innovative companies are
to be able to attract prospects by making them interested the determining factor of a country's economic
in their new products or services. development, which means that processes and regularities

In this situation, mechanisms of applying results of of their own growth and development are important
intellectual activity in commercial products, which meet problems for the scientific research.
various demands of the society, become especially
important. Meaning of the Invention, Innovation and Innovative

Companies conducting business in the sphere of
development and implementation of new products and
technology have been called innovative. Intensive
growth of such companies in advanced industrial
countries secure major share of the GDP growth and
creation of new workplaces (75 to 100 percents according
to [1]). Being an integral part of the world and national
economy, they greatly influence the social and economic
well-being of countries and the society overall.

just develop as such; they inspire the creation of the

company Concepts in the Context of the Financial
Resources Circulation Cycle: The innovation term was
introduced for scientific use by Austrian and American
economist J.A.Schumpeter who used it to describe the
changes, which target implementation and use of new
kinds of consumer products, new production facilities,
vehicles, markets and company forms in his research
(Theorie    der    wirtschaftlichen   Entwicklung,   1912)
[3, p.169].
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By analyzing further development of the
interpretation of this concept, we can trace some certain
tendency to expansion of its interpretation. If in the
beginning of 1990s, innovations were interpreted as
implementation  of  new  principally  different  products
(as exemplified by B. Lundvall [4, p.278]), then in the
beginning of 2000s, some authors placed not only
completely new products in the category of innovations,
but products or processes that had been significantly
improved  (J. Niosi, A.Manseau, B. Godin, [5, p.4]).

The 3rd edition of Guidelines for Collecting and
Interpreting Innovation Data developed jointly by OECD
and Eurostat in 2005 (also known as Oslo Manual)
expands even more the meaning of the innovation term,
determining it with respect to entrepreneurial sector of
economy as introduction of a new or significantly
improved product (good or service), a new method of
marketing or a new organizational method in business
practice, organization of workplaces or in external
relations [6, p.46]. At  that,   according   to   Oslo
Manual, innovations are divided into three categories:
new for the company, new for the market and new for the
whole world [6, p.57]. Thus, the minimum attribute of an
innovation is the requirement for a product, process,
method  of  marketing  or   of   organization   to   be  new
(or  significantly  improved)  for  a  specific  company.
This allows to include in the innovations category not
only the products, processes and methods that the
companies have originally created, but also those
products, processes and methods that have been
borrowed    from  other   companies   or   organizations
(e.g. products, which are new for developing countries,
often are old products imported from the USA, Europe or
Japan).

Such an  advanced  approach  to  the interpretation
of  the  innovation  concept  is  criticized  time   to  time
(as exemplified by E.Quintane, R.M.Casselman,
B.S.Reiche, P.A.Nylund [7, p.938]). However, it is worth
noting that it corresponds in many aspects with  the
perception of innovations by contemporary entrepreneurs
and business  experts.  A  product  that  is principally new
for the whole world will surely be innovative, but in
practice only a few percents of products introduced in the
market can be placed in this category.  Most  companies
presently focus on improving already existing products or
introduction of products developed by someone to
addressable  markets   (e.g.   of   developing   countries).
At that, in most cases the attitude of end consumers to
such companies and products they supply is finally the
same as to companies, which originally develop
principally new products.

Fig. 1: Cycle of financial resources circulation in modern
economy

While studying the process of transformation of
financial resources, Karl Marx derived the famous formula:
Money  Product  Money stroke, where money stroke
is larger than initial money by the amount of added value.
Later on, the progress in science and technology created
such environment, in which most companies had to apply
permanently new knowledge and scientific approaches to
solve technological, engineering and economical
problems they faced. In the second half of 20  century, ath

new term appeared - knowledge economy [8], which
highlighted the main peculiarity of modern economy:
economic development is based on the received
knowledge, which is applied in the product and that
makes the necessity of science, engineering and
production to function as an integrated system.

At present time, we can state that against the
background of modern economy, the K.Marx's formula
has been corrected as follows: Money  Knowledge
Product  Money stroke (Figure 1) where the available
capital is used by the company for financing scientific
research and developments. Results of such research and
development are applied in innovative goods with better
consumer characteristics. Sale of such goods secures
added value.

As a rule, a scientist at scientific research operates
the concept of theoretically possible project, i.e a project,
which does not contradict to known scientific theory and
at implementation, only those projects are selected amid
all theoretically possible ones, which can be implemented
against the background of existing technological
environment. At that, only a part of all technologically
possible projects is economically efficient, i.e. has
economical prospects. 

Thus, in the context of the cycle of financial
resources circulation in modern economy, we can describe
the invention concept as the process of transformation of
financial resources into knowledge (that is, into
theoretically realizable idea) and the innovation concept
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as the process of transformation of knowledge into
financial  resources  increased  by   the   added  value
(that is, an idea, which has reached the market and proved
to be economically efficient).

It is to be noted that in the current context, most of
companies presently have various intellectual property,
such as patents, know-hows, originally developed
software, databases, etc. However, a company can be
treated as innovative only if these assets are not just
available  with   it,  but  are  actively  applied  in  practice. Fig. 2: Life cycle of an innovative product
A mandatory attribute of an innovative company is
implementation of the process of commercialization of countries. However, further technology progress in digital
innovative products (that is, its implementation into the photography led to gradual refusal of consumers from
consumer market). Thus, the innovative company term Polaroid's products. By 2000, the company products could
must be applied only if the company uses scientific not compete with digital photography and finally, in 2001,
achievements for commercial purposes. the Polaroid Corporation initiated its bankruptcy M. Jewell

Peculiarities of Consumer Markets of Innovative photography market resulted in appearance of a number
Sectors: The key peculiarity of the functioning of of new players, including such famous giants, which
innovative companies is the limitation of period, within managed to master development and production of new
which a specific innovative product earns profit in the products, as Canon, Nikon, Sony, as well as new
market. companies, including Sigma, Olympus etc.

For consumer markets of innovative sectors, A good example makes Finnish Nokia, which had for
considerable saturation of the marketable space is typical a long time been the leader of the mobile phones market
- simultaneously, plenty of products with all kinds of and failed to keep its technological advantage, letting its
technical and aesthetic features are offered in the market, competitors, which offered more perfect products
being updated quite often. Therefore, the level of demand (particularly, American Apple and Korean Samsung),
influenced by the scientific technological process, fashion grasp the larger part of the market. Having occupied the
and increasing consumer needs decreases continuously 36.4% share of the mobile devices market in 2009, as
for a specific product [9]. assessed by Gartner, Nokia lost its positions by 2010 with

A typical example of such a market is the market of the share decrease to 28.9% [11]. In 2011, despite the
mobile devices, in which each new product model is overall growth of the market, Nokia's sales decreased by
actively sold for a short period (1 to 6 months, according 12%, which resulted in the total loss of 1.07 billion Euros
to various assessments). Then either the model loses [12]. As of year-end 2012, the company refused from
popularity and becomes an ordinary product, which keeps dividend payout for the first time over more than 20 years
being sold at the same level by means of various [13].
marketing events, or it is ousted from the market by newly
introduced competitive products. Life Cycle of Innovative Companies: Let us consider the

On the other hand, technologies that consumer model of companies' operation in the market. A company
goods are based on currently change so dramatically that is new; it targets development and introduction in the
it results in both occurrence of new markets unknown market of a single innovative product. Let us assume that
before and cessation of old traditional ones. A company we trace the development of such a company through the
that does not take measures for faster growth will start time. Then, according to the concept of a product life
losing markets for its products under pressure of its cycle (as exemplified by G.Armstrong, Ph.Kotler (2010)
competitors, which will finally result in serious financial [14]), we can distinguish the following life cycle stages for
losses or even bankruptcy or cessation of the company at an innovative product (Figure 2):
the worst. For example, in 1948, the Polaroid Corporation
developed a device completely new for that time - an Development  of  an innovative product - at this
instant camera, which earned great profit for the company stage, the  company  invests  money in an
being  produced   and  s upplied   to   markets   of   many innovative  project  with  the   purpose   of   fulfilling

[10]. At the same time, quick development of the digital
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research and testing a preproduction prototype, 1It is the increment rate of these assets and the extent of
setting-up production capacities for serial the managerial staff flexibility, which finally determine the
production. growth rate of a company, as E.Penrose believes.
Introduction of the product in the market - the The approach of E.Penrose initially seems to be
company  starts serial production of the products; contradicting the facts - regular practice of most
the new product starts generating profit (if it has companies unambiguously evidences the priority of
been accepted by the market), which steadily demand limitations over any other. Companies
compensates both current expenses for production, permanently have to adjust their production output to the
promotion and so on and the initial capital level of demand for their products. If we take an annual
investment. report of any company, we will see that the main reason of
Rapid growth - a period of rapid innovative product the company's development success or failures is, to its
sales growth. The company profit also increases as opinion, the demand dynamics. However, this
the sales increase. At this moment, the company is contradiction can be easily explained with the following
able to generate maximum return on every invested argument - for an innovative company, the limitation of
ruble; therefore, it is most attractive from investors' demand a specific product does not limit the growth
point of view. abilities as a whole.
Growth slowdown - the growth rate decreases due to Development rates of regular traditional companies
market saturation with this product. is a value, which is subject for permanent fluctuations.
Market stabilization - the stage of market stabilization They are affected by the changes of national and sectoral
means that the market has saturated with the product conjuncture, price behavior,  carrying  promotional
and the sales have reached peak values and will not events, changes of sales networks and many other
grow any longer. factors. At that, not only actions of the company itself are

Recession - decreases of the product sales down to result, the real sales permanently deviate from the long-
zero; complete cessation of the product sales due to its term trend line due to the influence of multiple disturbing
needlessness for consumers because it becomes outdated forces.
or new competing products, which are more attractive to Introduction of a new innovative product in the
the consumers, have been introduced. market allows a company to compete not only in terms of

For the example of one company with a single prices but also by direct influence on the offer and the
product we have studied above, the represented life cycle demand. The company finds and occupies its market
of a product will be equal to the life cycle of the company niche with great unsatisfied demand, which in turn places
itself (that is, it will mirror the pattern of distribution of the the company in a dominant competitive position C.M.
company's earnings over time). Banbury, W. Mitchell [16] In this situation, the demand

The length of life cycle stages is different for limitations become much weaker, which removes the
different  companies,  products  and  markets,  though causes of swings in production that depend on
they  are always  finite  - according to the life cycle diminutions and expansions of the demand. A company,
theory, any product and the company along with it will which is not restricted with the demand, develops at such
come to the stage of demand stabilization and then, its maximum growth rate, at which it is able to increase its
recession. business activity. When the product output approaches

Practice knows some cases when companies the demand saturation, an innovative company introduces
managed to maintain stable economic growth during another  new  product  in  the market, which again
decades (e.g.  Hewlett   Packard,   Microsoft,   Apple). removes demand limitations and conditions its  further
The cause of that is permanent innovative development, growth (Figure 3). Such an approach is successfully
which serves a base for ensuring growth of the business applied currently by a number of companies doing
during years. business in hi-tech sectors of economy (e.g. the Samsung

In the work: The Theory of the Growth of the Firm, Company, which renews its product line almost every
1995, E.Penrose, a British economist, presented a theory, quarter).
according to which development of a company is not We can conclude that for modern economy,
limited  by  demand,  but  by  internal  specific  assets innovations are the key driver of a company growth and
(such as internal knowledge, experience, renown) and the ability of a company to create innovative products is
entrepreneurial  potential  of  the management [15, p.45]. the  basis  of its competitive position. At that, due to the

important, but of its business environment, too. As a
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Fig. 3: Maintenance of economic growth of a company company allows it not only to cushion consequences of
by sequential implementation of innovative a single failure, but also to intensify its development as
projects soon as the failure has been overcome.

Fig. 4: LANIT DV JSC revenue growth dynamics This allows such companies, as McKinsey notices (2009),

infinity of potential innovations (M. Henrekson, D. the extraordinary background of economic recession
Johansson [17, p.11]), the growth ability of a company is [19].
infinite, too. Or, being more precise, innovative companies
are able to keep their economic growth rate alive as long CONCLUSION
as they are able to maintain their innovative development
rate. It is obvious that any company, even the most

The research of innovative companies that we have successful one, will eventually reach the stage of
carried out has revealed that, in practice, the activity of slowdown and stabilization. Empiric findings of W.Holzl
most of them is characterized with sequential bursts of and K.Friesenbichler [20 p.18] as well as M.Henrekson,
rapid growth followed by short-term periods of slow D.Johansson, [17 p.14], show that average growth rate of
growth  and,  sometimes,  recession.   The     figure companies indeed tends to slow down as the companies
(Figure 4) represents the dynamics of revenues of one of become larger and older. It is obvious that small size is a
companies reviewed within this research - LANIT DV JSC, certain advantage, which lets companies to be more
a company operating in the Russian computer, flexible and active; and as they become larger and older,
networking, telecommunication and information their organizational heaviness increases, as well.
technology market. Respective periods can be clearly Our own  analysis shows that as a company
traced (rapid growth, slow growth and temporal becomes larger, the nature of innovations it generates
recession). changes - after some marginal value, their radicalness

Such behavior can be explained by the following: The level considerably decreases and innovations are more
activity of an innovative company represents a process of and more dedicated to improve products, rather than to
stage-by-stage development of new products and invent them. Particularly, one of causes of this situation
implementation of them in the market with the purpose of is bureaucratization, which is always typical of huge
making profit. Such project orientation of companies companies  and  which is expressed in decoupling
makes the overall efficiency of their activities dependent inventor - manufacturer and manager - worker ties.
on the success of each project implementation. Besides, All this leads to freezing of the company at a certain
innovative companies are often multi-project, i.e. development stage - economic growth rates start steadily
simultaneously carrying out several innovative projects, decreasing and the company becomes incapable of
which may interrelate with each other or not and belong breakthroughs, wasting all of its power for state
to the same or different lines of business  and   fields  of maintenance.

knowledge. Projects developed by the company cannot
be equally efficient, which causes certain deviations while
the general trend remains positive. In addition, innovative
companies assume high financial risks of losses caused
by inefficient innovative projects (e.g. when a project fails
at the stage of introducing a product in the market).
However, a single failure even if it causes temporary
slowdown of its growth rate, is not a tragedy for an
innovative company - the innovative potential of the

During  the  crisis  in Russia as noticed by
researchers  only  few companies suffered real
bankruptcy or were forced to change the owner [18].
Other companies returned to the path of rapid growth as
soon as they had successfully overcome the crisis. At
that, the attractiveness of such companies for investors
and banks allowed them to gain sufficient financing for
their further development even during recessionary years.

not to cease their innovative developments even against
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Z. Rico, while considering possible ways of securing 8. Machlup, F., 1962. The Production and Distribution
companies'  growth,   distinguishes    mergers  and of Knowledge in the United States, Princeton:
acquisitions as one more possible basic strategy - that is, Princeton University Press. 
business growth by merging it with another company or 9. Evans, J. and B. Berman, 2000. Marketing, Prentice
acquiring another company (either along with its Hall. pp: 621.
employees or without) Z. Rico  [21, p.209]. Thus, we can 10. Jewell, M., 2008. After 60 years, Polaroid Quits
state with reference to innovative companies that their Instant Film Business, Associated Press. Retrieved
growth until certain stage of the company development 2008-02-16.
will be secured by independently generated innovations 11. Tsukanov, I., 2012. The Phones Rearward,
and then - through acquiring less successful competitors Vedomosti, #46 (2812), March 2011,
and development of innovative products created by them. www.vedomosti.ru/newspaper/article/256745/telefo
Such a strategy is most applicable for large companies, nnyj_tyl.
which work in a highly saturated market. We can take as 12. Shipilova,  E.,  2012.  Disconnecting  People, RBC, pp:
an example Microsoft's development of Internet telephony 28-32.
through the acquisition of Skype. 13. Nokia Makes a Profit Again, Novosti Yle Radio

At that, the procedure of acquiring a competing Station, www.yle.fi/novosti/ novosti/ article 3447818.
company can be also considered as an innovative project, html.
which maintains the stage of company growth (Figure 3). 14. Armstrong,  G.  and  P.H.  Kotler, 2010. Marketing:
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